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SUMMARY
A substructure procedure to include the flexibility of the tile in the
stress analysis of the shuttle TPS is described. In this procedure, the TPS
is divided into substructures of (a) the tile which is modeled by linear
finite elements and (b) the SIP which is modeled as a nonlinear continuum.
This procedure was applied for loading cases of uniform pressure, uniform
moment, and an aerodynamic shock on various tile thicknesses. The ratios
of through-the-thickness stresses in the SIP which were calculated using a
flexible tile compared to using a rigid tile were found to be less than 1.05
for the cases considered.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the study described in this report is to include the
effects of tile flexiblity in the stress analysis of the shuttle TPS. A
finite element model is used to represent the flexibility of the tile and to
calculate the distribution of stresses in the tile. Also, the effects of
tile flexibility on through-the-thickness stresses (OTTT) in the strain
isolator pad (SIP) are determined.
An analysis procedure was developedand implemented for a unit width
slice or cross-section of the TPS as shown in figure I. Layers of elements
are added or removed on the top of the model to represent different tile
thicknesses. Two-dimensional orthotropic membraneelements are used to
represent the LI-900 or LI-2200 material and rod elements are used to
represent the tile coating. The rod elements representing the coating are
located between adjacent joints all along the top surface and down the sides
of the tile except for the portion at the bottom to allow tile venting.
These rods are shown in figure 1 by lines of greater width on the outer
surface of the tile.
An initial attempt was made to model the SIP with vertical rods whose
areas were changed as a function of stress to account for the nonlinear
properties of the SIP material. Difficulties with convergence of this
procedure along with lengthy computational times that resulted made this
approach undesirable.
In a second approach which is described herein, the TPS is divided into
substructures of (a) the tile which is modeled by finite elements and (b)
the SIP which is modeled as a nonlinear continuum as described in refer-
ence I. The nonlinear SIP analysis program for a rigid tile of reference l
was modified to include an additional loop which accounts for tile flexi-
bility as described in the next section. This substructure approach is an
effective method for considering tile flexiblity effects. This approach
was implemented and used for the calculation of numerical results presented
herein.
ANALYSISPROCEDURE
The substructure analysis procedure used herein is shown schematically
in figure 2 as a three step process. In step I, a linear, finite element
analysis program is used to calculate needed flexibility characteristics
of the tile. The SPARstructural analysis system, reference 2, is used
herein but the procedure is applicable to use of any finite element program.
Columns of a flexibility matrix are generated as displacements resulting
from applying unit loads in the vertical direction at joints along the
bottom of the tile model which are adjacent to the SIP. This flexibility
matrix is used later to calculate tile displacements resulting from forces
in the SIP. The displacements of joints in the tile model adjacent to
the SIP resulting from the applied loads are also calculated. These dis-
placements from SIP reaction forces and from the applied forces can be
superimposed to give the displacement shape of the bottom surface of the
tile. To perform the above calculations, statically determinate con-
straints are required on the tile to prevent rigid body displacements.
JThe locationof these constraintsis arbitrarysince the reactionforces
at the constraintsare zero whenthe SIP forcesand appliedforces are in
equilibriumwhich is the conditionof interest. The tile flexibility
matrix and displacementsfrom appliedloads from the finite elementprogram
are saved for subsequentuse by the nonlinearSIP analysisprogram.
In step 2 of the procedure,a modifiedversionof the nonlinearSIP
analysisprogramis used to calculatea set of equilibratedloads and com-
patibledisplacementsbetweenthe tile and'SIP. Initially,the iterative
proceduredescribedin referencel uses the Newton-Raphsonmethod to con-
verge on the verticaldisplacementand rotationsof a rigid tile for which
there is equilibriumbetweenthe appliedforces and SIP forces. A nonlinear
stress-strainrelationshipis used for integrationof the forces over the
SIP area. This analysisfor a rigid tile is representedin figure 2 as
the inner loop of step 2. The effectsof tile flexiblityare includedby
the outer loop of step 2. The forcesacting at the bottomsurfaceof the tile
are calculatedby integratingthe SIP stressesover the areas associated
with each of the joints along the SIP/tileinterface. These forces are
usedwith the informationcalculatedin step l to calculatea displacement
shape at the bottomsurfaceof the tile. This displacementshape is added
to the initialsubstrateimperfectionto give an equivalentimperfection
to be used in the analysiswith a rigid tile. Iterationis requiredun-
til an equilibriumconditionis reachedand the resultingthrough-the-
thicknessstresses (_TTT)in the SIP includethe effectsof tile flexi-
bility.
The Stressesof the tile model are calculatedin step 3 using the
finite elementstressanalysisprogramwith equilibratedappliedforces
and the SIP forceswhich were calculatedin step 2. Use of this sub-
structureprocedureis effectivefor analysisof the TPS, since the non-
" linearaspect of the problemis isolatedand formulatedin terms of the
unknownrigid body motionsof the tile. Computationaltime for this
procedureis significantlyless than if both the tile and SIP were modeled
as finite elementsand the stiffnessmatrix updatedand resultingequa-
tions solved in an iterativemanner as in conventionalnonlinearfinite
elementanalysisprograms.
The substructure procedure is implemented' for a unit width slice or
cross-section of the TPS. The rigid tile motion is described by a vertical
displacement and a rotation about an axis which is normal to the cross-
section. Two-dimensional, membraneplate elements and rod elements are
used for the finite element model. However, the same procedure is appli-
cable for the rigid tile motion described by a normal displacement to
a rigid plane and rotations about two perpendicular axes in that plane
and with three-dimensional brick elements used for the tile.
NUMERICALRESULTS
The substructure procedure was used to assess the effects of tile
flexibility on the TPS structural analysis. The structural model was a
unit width strip from a tile with a horizontal dimension of 15.24 cm
(6.00 in.). The SIP had a horizontal dimension of 12.70 cm (5.00 in.)
and a thickness of 0.41 cm (0.16 in.). An initial imperfection of the
substrate under the SIP was taken to be a full cosine wave with a maxi-
mumamplitude of 0.48 mm (0.019 in.) at the center of the SIP and zero
amplitude at each edge.
A parameter study was performed using this model for three different
applied load distributions and three tile thicknesses. Tile thicknesses
of 1.27, 2.54, and 5.08 cm (0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 in.) were analyzed. The
three loading cases considered were uniform pressure, uniform moment, and
a loading representative of the passage of an aerodynamic shock as shown
in figure 3. The pressure distributions shown in the figure were considered
to have a nominal maximumvalue of 36.9 Pa (I.0 psi) and results were calcu-
lated for a range of loading multiplication factor _ applied to this nominal
value. The factor _ was varied between 0.0 and 5.0 for the uniform pressure
and uniform moment and between 0.0 and 3.0 for the shock loading case.
Results were calculated which gave the distribution of through-the =
thickness stresses (OTTT) in the SIP material as a function of the load
factor _ for the three load cases and three tile thicknesses. The maxi-
mumvalues of OTTT for a flexible tile were compared to corresponding
values calculated for a rigid tile. The flexible to rigid ratio of these
maximumstresses are presentedin figure 4 as a functionof load factor
for the variousload cases and tile thicknesses. The effectof tile
flexibilitywas found to be largestfor the 1.27 cm (0.5 in.) thick tile
under uniformpressurebut the effectwas less than 5 percentcomparedto
the rigid tile. Tile flexibilityeffectswere less than 2 percentfor all
other cases.
Deformationsof the tile are caused by loads from the SIP and externally
appliedloads. These deformationshave oppositeeffectson the SIP stresses.
The SIP loads alone producedeformationsthat tend to relievethe stresses
as comparedto the rigid tile. This effect is evidentwhere the load factor
is zero in figure4 where only the initialimperfectionis producing
stresses. Externalforceson the tile overhang beyond the edges of the
SIP producedeformationswhich tend to make the stressesgreaterthan for
a rigid tile. The net result is shown to generallybe an increasein stress
for the flexibletile at higherloads althoughit is case dependentas
illustratedby the exceptionsfor the 1.27 cm (0.5 in.) thick tile under
either uniformmomentor shock loading.
These resultsindicatethat considerationof tile flexibilityhas a
small effect on the maximumSIP stresses. If the tile flexibilityeffects
are neglected,the structuralanalysisprocedureshown in figure 2 can be
simplifiedby omittingstep l and omitting the outer loop of step 2. Then
the SIP forces from a nonlinearSIP analysisprogramusing a rigid tile can
be appliedto the finite elementmodel of the tile along with externalap-
plied loads to calculatethe tile stress distributionas in step 3.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
A substructureapproachwas developedand found to be an effective
method for consideringthe effectsof tile flexibilityin the stress analysis
of the shuttleTPS. In this approach,the TPS is dividedinto substructures
" of (a) the tile which is modeledby linear finite elementsand (b) the SIP
which is modeledas a nonlinearcontimuum. This procedurewas appliedfor
loadingcases of uniformpressure,uniformmoment, and an aerodynamicshock
on varioustile thicknesses. The ratios of through-the-thicknesstresses
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\in the SIP which were calculated using a flexible tile compared to using a
rigid tile were found to be less than 1.05 for the cases considered. If
the tile flexibility effects are neglected, the structural analysis proce-
dure is simplified by using SIP forces from a rigid tile, nonlinear analysis
program along with the externally applied loads to calculate stresses in the
finite element model of the tile.
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